Booting 'OLPC for qemu target (Full size)'

root (hd0,0)
Filesystem type is ext2fs, partition type 0x83
kernel /boot/vmlinux ro vga=0x317 video=vesafb:ypan selinux=0 console=ttyS0,115200 console=tty0 emu
    [Linux-bzImage, setup=0x2c00, size=0x1847dc]
initrd /boot/olpcrd.img
    [Linux-initrd @ 0xfc3e000, 0x2a1102 bytes]

This kernel requires the following features not present on the CPU:
3dnow
Unable to boot - please use a kernel appropriate for your CPU.

VMware Tools is not installed. Choose the Virtual Machine > Install VMware Tools menu.